
 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B) Answer the questions. 

*** Who is Alice’s brother? –-He is Robert. 

1) Who is Isabella’s father? ---------------------. 

2) Who is Arthur and Rosalie’s son? ---------------. 

3) Who is Edward’s sister? ----------------------. 

4) Who is Alice’s cousin? -----------------------. 

5) Who are Ashley and Charlie’s granddaughters? 

----------------------------------------. 

6) Who is Charlie’s wife? -----------------------. 

7) Who is Robert’s sister? ----------------------. 

8) Who is Robert’s uncle? -----------------------. 

9) Who is Ashley’s son? ------------------------. 

10) Who is Charlie’s sister? ----------------------. 

C) Write about your family members.  

My mother is Susan. She is --------------------

-----------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------

---------------------------. 

A) Look at the pictures and fill in 

the blanks as in the example. 

***Ashley is –-Charlie’s-- wife. 

*** --She-- is --his-- wife. 

1) Isabella is ------- and -------- 

daughter.  

---- is ---- daughter. 

2) Alice is -------- sister. 

---- is ---- sister. 

3) Edward is -------- father. 

---- is ---- father. 

4) Rosalie is -------- aunt. 

---- is ---- aunt. 

5) Robert is -------- cousin. 

---- is ---- cousin. 

6) Arthur is -------- husband. 

---- is ---- husband. 

7) Charlie is --------, --------,  

and -------- grandfather. 

---- is ---- grandfather. 

8) Robert is -------- brother. 

---- is ---- brother. 

9) Ashley is -------- and -------- 

mother. 

---- is ---- mother. 

10) Alice is -------- and -------- 

granddaughter. 

---- is ---- granddaughter. 

11) Robert is -------- and -------- 

grandson. 

---- is ---- grandson. 

12) Edward is ------- and -------- 

uncle. 

---- is ---- uncle. 

13) Charlie is -------- and -------- 

father. 

---- is ---- father. 

14) Amber is -------- mother. 

---- is ---- mother. 

15) Edward is -------- husband. 

---- is ---- husband. 

16) Isabella is ------- and -------- 

cousin. 

---- is ---- cousin. 

17) Edward is -------- brother. 

---- is ---- brother. 

18) Rosalie is -------- sister. 

---- is ---- sister. 
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